A " mitochondria-like structure " which was considered to correspond to mitochondria of higher organisms has been reported in mycobacteria.1'2' However, further investigations of this structure by the present authors3'4' have revealed that this structure is composed of double membranes with a lamellar arrangement and looks entirely different from mitochondria. Therefore, this structure was tentatively designated as " lamellar structure ". The double membrane is composed of osmiophilic dense outer and inner layers, each about 25A in thickness and a less-dense interspace about 30A in thickness. The fact that these measurements coincide well with those of three-layered cytoplasmic membrane is very impressive.
More detailed observations of extremely thin sections of Mycobacterium avium Jucho strain4' have disclosed a striking fact that these double membranes are continuous with the three-layered cytoplasmic membrane (see the figure) . This indicates that the " lamellar structure" is a folded extension of the cytoplasmic membrane into the cytoplasm. The fact that this structure has no limiting membrane can reasonably be explained by this finding. On the other hand, the function of cytoplasmic membrane has recently been intensively investigated and many oxidative and/or synthetic enzyme systems were found to be located in cytoplasmic membrane of bacteria.5'6' The extension and concentration of cytoplasmic membranes into " lamellar structure ", therefore, will increase the effective activity of enzymes located in the cytoplasmic membrane. The concentration of this membrane into discrete localized region may also account for the demonstration of granules by mitochondrial stains and for the appearance of reduced tellurite crystals in circumscribed sites of reduction in mycobacteria.7'3' These facts may present a useful suggestion to the phylogenetic origin of various membranous organelles found in the cells of higher organisms. 
